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expert-authority. Singleton (1978) found that students
were more satisfied with lower grades from professors
perceived as a "very hard grader" compared to those
perceived as a "very easy grader." Hadley and Vitale
(1985) concluded that reliability of grades is related to
the number of response categories available, and sug-
gested that faculty use a 13-point system (+s and -s)
rather than the 5-point system (A, B, C, D, F). Mullen
(1995) found that although collegiate GPA was on the
rise, so too was entry-level ACT/SAT scores. That is,
the increase in GPA was not due necessarily to grade
inflation by faculty, but by a true increase in talented
students. Grades were not inflated, just commensu-
rate. Beyer, Klamm, and Vollmer (1998) found that
females in an introductory psychology course tended
to overestimate their grades compared to males.

In the present study, an alternative approach to the
study of grade inflation was taken. Rather than com-
pare entering ACT scores with student performance,
students were asked about their own performance in
the class using both descriptive terms and grade cate-
gories. Both the descriptive terms and the grade cate-
gories were taken directly from the official university
catalog. That is, students were asked if their work in
the class had been distinguished, superior, average,
etc., and also asked in a different question whether
they expected to receive an A, B, C, etc. Thus, if stu-
dents have an accurate gauge of their performance rel-
ative to the faculty member's assessment, a student
reporting average work should report an expected
grade of C; a student reporting superior work should
report an expected grade of B, and so on.

With this approach, one could argue that if students
with average performance expect an A or B, then per-
haps this result is not due to grade inflation, but a mis-
understanding of the grading scale. At this university, A
= distinguished work, and B = superior work. It would

not be too surprising ifstudents were not aware of these
exact labels, nor if they fail to understand the difference
between the two. But what about C = average?

In one of my large introductory classes (a class
similar to one of those surveyed in the main study), I
asked students "In terms of grades, what does an A
stand for? a B? C? D? F?" One hundred and eighty-
four useable responses were collected. In examining
student perceptions of what a C stands for, 82.0%
(151/ 184) responded with "average." Twenty-one
additional responses (11.4%) could also be considered
as variations on average: fair (5), ok (10), satisfactory
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(2), medium (I), and pass (3). Five students depicted
a C as "less than average" (poor, below average, bad),
while seven students depicted a C as "more than aver-
age" (above average, good, not bad). While the A and
B letter-grade designations may be unclear, it seems
clear that 93.4% of the students have an accurate
understanding of what type of performance a C repre-
sents--average. Thus, the present student examined
grade inflation by students reporting their expected
grade and reporting their descriptive assessment of
their work.

METHOD

Participants
Students at a large Western university were orga-

nizing a process where students evaluate faculty at the
end of each semester and those evaluations are to be
published for the aid of students in course selection. I
was involved in the creation of an evaluation instru-
ment that (a) would measure student opinion of
instructor and course in a reliable and valid manner;
(b) would be short enough so that instructors would
agree to give it in their classes; (c) would contain
enough questions so that the students could gain valu-
able information from the results, and (d) would be
acceptable to various campus entities (e.g., Faculty
Senate). This study reports the results of the project
where 278 students from five different courses com-
pleted the end of the semester evaluation. The courses
included one section of a lower division psychology
course, one section of a lower division computer
information systems course, and three sections ofvar-
ious upper division finance courses.

Materials
Ten questions were asked using a scanninglbubble

sheet fonnat. The first six questions were answered
using a 5-point Strongly-Disagree to Strongly-Agree
scale. Those questions asked about (a) methods used
to evaluate perfonnance: (b) syllabus clear about
course expectations, (c) instructor demonstrating a
thorough knowledge of the subject matter, (d) the
instructor was sensitive to the viewpoints of others,
(e) I would recommend this course to another student,
and (f) the content of the course was appropriate. Four
additional questions were asked using different
response scales. Students were asked about their
expected grade (A to F), their overall rating of the
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Table 2
Intercorrelation Matrix for Evaluation Questions

QI Q2 Q3 Q4 ~ Q6 CP QI Q9 QIO

J. The methods used 10 evaluate my I
perfonnance in this course were appropriate.

2. The syllabus was clear about course .4~. I
expectations.

3. The instructor demanded a thorough .43" ..52.. I
knowledge of the subject matter

4. The instructor was sensitive to the .36" .30.. .43" I
viewpoints of others.

5. I would recommend this course to .46" .44.. .57.. .47" I
another BSU student

6. The content of the course was .50" .52.. .52.. .44. .65-- I

appropriate
7. I expect to receive the grade of .23" .I~- .14- .20" .18- 0.08 I

8. Overall. I would rate this course as .SO" .47" .55" .48-- .71-. .63-- .28" I

9. The work I performed in this class was 0.08 0.03 .13- .11" 0.10 0.03 .47".1 8" I

JO. Overall, I would rate this instrUctor as .40-- .48" .62-. .so-- .64" ..57.- .19" .76-- .\3- I

Note: -p<O.5; --p<.0J.
consistent across classes or across faculty in the this in turn may result in students who are disenchant-
expectations placed on students for grades, hence ed with the professor and the university. By having
sending mixed signals to students. high grading standards and adhering to them, univer-

While complaints about grade inflation have sur- sities can enhance their image and the perceptions
faced for years, the present study represents an exten- held by current and prospective students.
sion of this work by assessing the magnitude of grade What is the overall impact of grade inflation?
inflation from a new perspective-the college student. Students expect better grades than they have earned,
Faculty members would be well-advised to review, at and faculty may feel the brunt of this expectation in
the beginning of each course, what the grade designa- classroom feedback and teaching evaluations. This
tions and grades represent at their respective schools puts pressure on faculty to conform to these student
and how these grades are earned. If students have such expectations, or face retribution. Mitchell (1998)
high grade expectations AND the instructor enforces recently spoke about the complexity of the issue when
high standards of scholarship, faculty could be the he said "defenders of the current state of grade infla-
brunt of ill-feelings in the end-of-semester course tion protest that students are actually stronger now;
evaluation, when the student who normally expects an that lowering grades will hurt their chances for jobs or
A or B for average work realizes that the instructor is graduate school; that private universities owe high
actually going to give them a C (see Schuh, 1983). grades to high-paying consumers; or that elite institu-
Evidence from the present study indicates that stu- tions select only A students" (p. A 72). Mitchell sug-
dents do not discriminate well between evaluating the gests that an even more insidious problem is grade
course, the instructor, and their own performance. variation within and among individual courses.
These data are presented in Table 2. Of the 45 inter- On a larger scale, when undergraduate students
correlations presented in the lOx 10 matrix, all but apply to graduate school from a school with rampant
five are significantly correlated. If they do well, one grade inflation, those students may have an undue
interpretation could be that students think that the advantage compared to students coming out of schools
course must be pretty good and the instructor must be without such grade inflation (that is, the grade may be
pretty good. If they do poorly, then they might think overrepresentative of their actual achievement). The
that the course must not have been designed well, or it impact of this practice was discussed by Mitchell
was a poor instructor, or the content was inappropri- (1998). Further study is needed to determine whether
ate. Ultimately, the perpetuation of inflated grades these levels of grade inflation are common at colleges
hurts those faculty teaching rigorous courses and giv- and universities across the nation, or are localized at
ing fair grades when student evaluations are due, and particular institutions. That study is now underway.
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